2 Bedrooms, 2-2½ Baths (2 master bedrooms in Riley II)

Riley II & Riley II B

The Riley II (above) is a double master bedroom plan. Bedroom #2 has a pocket door from the laundry area to the closet to easily put away clothes. The 18" bathroom cabinets represent full sized linen cabinets. The kitchen boasts a pantry as well as a tall cabinet with roll out trays for extra storage as well as staggered cabinets. The laundry area has a built in ironing board. This plan is easily made accessible with grab bars and cabinets, counter tops adjusted to provide knee clearance under the sinks and kitchen workspace.

The Riley II B to the left has 2 bedrooms and 2 baths. It boasts a large pantry that is actually a versatile space that could become a second master closet, a half bath or an area for a bathroom tub.